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SUMMARY 

A new type of face gear drive for application in transmissions, particularly in helicopters, has been developed. 
The new geometry differs from the existing geometry by application of asymmetric profiles and double-crowned 
pinion of the face gear mesh. The paper describes the computerized design, simulation of meshing and contact, and 
stress analysis by finite element method. Special purpose computer codes have been developed to conduct the analy- 
sis. The analysis of this new type of face gear is illustrated with a numerical example. 

NOMENCLATURE 

a(i = r,q) parabola coefficient of driving (/ = r) and coast (/ = q) sides of parabolic rack-cutter profile (fig. 13) 

a , parabola coefficient applied for tool plunging (figs. 4 and 14) 

C1 set of functions with continuous derivatives up to the first order at least 

E current value of shortest distance between the axes of the pinion and the grinding disk (fig. 4) 

EQ nominal value of E (fig. 4) 

/ equation of meshing 

Lj (i = 1,2) inner (/ = 1) and outer (/ = 2) limiting dimensions of the face gear (fig. 12) 

lD parameter of translation measured along axis r^. (fig. 4) 

ld,lc distances |ß^Or| and \QcOt\, respectively (figs. 5 and 7) 

M y,L • matrices 4x4 and 3x3 for transformation from S ■ to 5• of point coordinates and projections 
of vectors 
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Nj (i = s,l ,2) number of teeth of the shaper (/ = s), pinion (/ = 1), and face-gear (/ = 2) 

n (/ = t,..., D) surface unit normals of the imaginary shaper rack-cutter surface (/ = t), shaper tooth surface (/ = s), 
parabolic rack-cutter surface (/ = /•), pinion tooth surface (/ =1), face-gear surface (/ = 2), and 
grinding disk surface (/ = D) 

P diametral pitch 

P^ candidate to contact point 

p circular pitch 

'a' 'p> '"^ rac*" °^ addendum, pitch, and base circles for driving (/ = d) and coast (/ = c) sides (figs. 3 and 8) 

S coordinate system 

sk(k = t, b) width of space of the tooth (k = t) and the blank (k = b) of the generating imaginary rack-cutter 

(fig. 5) 

T Torque (fig. 27) 

ud, Bd Shaper rack-cutter surface parameters 

ur, 6;. Pinion parabolic rack-cutter surface parameters 

M'^, (k = t,b) Width of the space of the tooth (k = t) and the blank (k = b) of the being generated gear 

xk, yk, zk Axes of coordinate system Sk 

0Cj (/ = d,c) pressure angles for asymmetric face-gear drive for driving (/ = d) and coast (/ = c) sides (figs. 3,5, 
and 7) 

Y shaft angle (fig. 16) 

ym complementary shaft angle (figs. 9,10 and 12) 

A£ change of shortest distance between the pinion and the face-gear axes (fig. 16) 

Aq axial displacement of face gear (fig. 17) 

Ay change of shaft angle (fig. 17) 

0D surface parameter of the grinding disk 

Xt ratio of tooth thicknesses of the imaginary asymmetric rack-cutter 

\r angle applied for orientation of the pinion space in coordinate system S{ 

£ angle applied for orientation of the shaper space in coordinate system Ss (fig. 8) 

XjW profile crowned pinion tooth surface 

Zj® double-crowned pinion tooth surface 
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Zrf grinding disk surface 

X,. pinion parabolic rack-cutter surface 

Zr shaper rack-cutter surface 

0-0" = s, 2) angles of rotation of the shaper (/' = s) and the face gear (/ = 2) performed in the process of 
generation of the face gear (fig. 10) 

\|/ angle of rotation of the face-gear shaper performed in the process of generation (fig. 5) 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Face gear drives have found an important application in helicopter transmissions. Such gear drives, if specially 
designed, enable to split the torque as shown in figure 1. The technology of face gear drives, in comparison with 
spiral bevel gears, is more simple. However, face gear drives require hardening of gear tooth surfaces (with follow- 
ing grinding) to obtain tooth strength that is equivalent to the same criteria of spiral bevel gears. 

The existing design of face gear drives is based on application of a conventional involute spur pinion being in 
contact with the conjugated face-gear (fig. 2). Errors of misalignment of such a gear drive may cause edge contact 
and even separation of tooth surfaces. Therefore, for the purpose of localization of bearing contact, the face gear is 
generated by an involute shaper with increased number N of teeth, where N - N^ = 1 to 3 (N^is the pinion tooth 
number). 

Investigation of face-gear drives was the subject of research accomplished by representatives of the University 
of Illinois at Chicago, Boeing, NASA Glenn Research Center and Lucas Western (refs. 8 to 10). 

The purpose of this paper is to develop a modified geometry of face-gear drives with reduced stresses and 
low transmission errors. Two versions of modified geometry have been investigated and compared by analysis of 
stresses and simulation of meshing and contact. 

Rotor shaft output 

Sun gear 

Face-gears _^/ 

Engine input - 

Figure 1.—Helicopter transmission with face gear drives. 
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.:. rf| 

Figure 2.—Face-gear drive with spur pinion. 

The modification of geometry considered in the paper is based on the following principles: 

(1) The pinion is provided by tooth profiles that slightly deviate from conventional involute profiles, wherein 
the shaper is provided by conventional involute profiles. 

(2) Profile deviation of the pinion we call profile crowning. It will be shown below (see section 5) that pinion 
profile crowning provides a predesigned parabolic function of transmission errors. Such a function is able to absorb 
almost linear discontinuous functions of transmission errors (caused by misalignment) (ref. 7) that are the source of 
vibration and noise. 

(3) The pinion is designed with asymmetric profiles, larger pressure angle is provided for the driving side. Pro- 
files of the shaper are asymmetric involute profiles (fig. 3). 

(4) The localization of the bearing contact of face gear drive is obtained by crowning of pinion tooth surface 
in longitudinal direction. This can be achieved by plunging of the tool (disk or grinding worm) that generates the 
pinion (fig. 4). 

(5) We call the pinion double crowned, if it is crowned in profile and longitudinal directions. We remind that 
the purpose of profile crowning is predesign of a parabolic function of transmission errors, wherein longitudinal 
crowning is required for localization of bearing contact. 

The contents of the paper cover: (1) Development of geometry of the pinion, shaper, and face-gear; (2) Simula- 
tion of meshing and contact of the pinion and gear; (3) Stress analysis of face gear drive. 

2. IMAGINARY RACK-CUTTERS 

The concept of imaginary rack-cutters is applied for determination of geometry of spur pinion of the drive 
and the shaper that generates the face gear. We consider two approaches applied for profile crowning, described 
as follows. 

Approach 1 

A common imaginary rack-cutter is applied for generation of asymmetric profiles of the pinion and the shaper 
(fig. 5(a)). The asymmetry of profiles means that pressure angle ad for the driving side is larger than the pressure 
angle occ for the coast side. Parameters ud and uc determine the locations of current points M and N of profiles. The 
profiles of the rack-cutter are represented in coordinate system St (fig. 5(a)). During the process for generation, the 
rack-cutter and the pinion (shaper) perform related motions (fig. 5(b)). 
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Figure 3.—Illustration of asymmetric involute profiles. 

v2>yk 

Figure 4.—Generation of pinion by plunging disk. 
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(b) 

Figure 5.—For derivation of shaper and shaper rack-cutter tooth surfaces. 

Profile crowning of the pinion with respect to the shaper is achieved since the number Ns of teeth of the shaper 
is increased with respect to the number N1 of teeth of the pinion. The spur pinion and the face-gear generated by 
the shaper are in point contact and therefore the bearing contact is localized. Longitudinal crowning of the pinion, 
obtained as shown in figure 4, is usually not provided. The pinion and shaper generated by the common rack-cutter 
are in internal tangency as shown in figure 6. 

There are two disadvantages of this approach: 

(1) High precision of manufacturing and assembly is required to avoid separation of tooth surfaces and edge 
contact. The gear drive is especially sensitive to change Ay of shaft angle in the cases, wherein the axes are still 
intersected or become crossed. 
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Pitch circles 

Sharper 

Figure 6.—Tangency of pinion and shaper tooth profiles. 

(2) The dimensions of instantaneous contact ellipse are controlled by difference (A^ -./Vj) only. Longitudinal 
pinion crowning accomplished as shown in figure 4 is not applied. 

The imaginary rack-cutter of asymmetric involute pinion or shaper is designed as nonstandard one (ref. 6), and 
its parameters st and sb are related by the coefficient 

(1) 

where X is an assigned input parameter. Rolling of the pitch line with respect to the pitch circle of the being gener- 
ated gear in the process of generation is provided. Therefore, we have that 

st = wb 

sb = w, 

(2) 

(3) 

where wk{k = t,b) is the width of space of the tooth and the blank of the being generated gear. It is easy to be verified 
that 

st + wt =sb+wb=p-- 
K 

(4) 

where/? and P are the circular and diametral pitches. Therefore, 

Xtp   _     7tXt 
S' ~ 1 + A, ~ {\ + Xt)P 

(5) 
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Drawnings of figure 5 yield that 

—   ' —    ^    — (f>\ 
Sb~~X~ \ + X, ~ {\ + Xt)P 

sb=-^- + -^- (7) 
cosa^    cosac 

where /j =|ßrfOf| and lc =\QcOt\. 

Radii of base circles of driving and coast side profiles are of different magnitude, since different pressure angles 
for both sides of profiles are assigned. Radii of base circles and operating pitch circles (centrodes) are related by the 
equation 

'b   ~ rpcos ai = cos ai (' ~ ^'c) ^ 

where r is the radius of the respective centrode (of the pinion or the shaper), N is the respective number of teeth 
(of the pinion or the shaper), P is the diametral pitch, and a( is the pressure angle of the side considered. 

Henceforth we shall consider four base circles: two for the driving and coast sides of the pinion and two for 
the respective sides of the shaper. There are two values ad and occ of the pressure angles, for the driving side and 
coast sides, and ad (respectively, ac) is the same for the pinion and the shaper. The pair of base circles of the pinion 
(respectively, of the shaper) have a common center. 

Approach 2 

This approach is based on following considerations: 

(1) Two different imaginary rack-cutter are applied for generation of the shaper and the spur pinion (fig. 7). 
(2) The shaper rack-cutter is provided with asymmetric straight-line profiles and therefore it will generate 

asymmetric involute shaper profiles. The geometry of the straight-line profile rack-cutter has been discussed above. 
(3) The pinion rack-cutter is provided with parabolic profiles, asymmetric as well, that slightly deviate from 

straight-line profiles of the shaper (see section 5). This enables, as shown below, to obtain a predesigned parabolic 
function of transmission errors that can absorb linear functions of transmission errors caused by misalignment 
(ref. 7). 

(4) In addition to profile crowning, longitudinal crowning is provided by tool plunging in the process of genera- 
tion of the pinion (fig. 4). 

Shaper rack-cutter ■ 
Pinion rack-cutter 

Drive side —* 

Figure 7.—Shaper and pinion rack-cutters. 
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3. GEOMETRY OF FACE-GEAR TOOTH SURFACES 

The face-gear tooth surfaces £2 are generated by asymmetric involute shaper. The shaper is generated by an 
asymmetric rack-cutter shown in figure 5. The derivation of face-gear tooth surfaces is based on consideration of 
two following enveloping processes applied in following sequence: 

(1) The shaper tooth surfaces Hs are determined as envelopes to rack cutter surfaces shown in figure 5. 
(2) Then, the sought-for tooth surfaces of the face-gear are determined as envelopes to shaper tooth surfaces. 

Derivation of Shaper Tooth Surface 

Figure 5(a) shows the shaper rack-cutter profiles. Figure 5(b) is the schematic of generation of shaper tooth 
surface by the rack cutter. 

The derivations below correspond to generation of driving tooth surface. Plane yt - 0 and cylinder of radius rs 

are the axodes in the process for generation (fig. 5(b)). Parameters ud and Qd are the rack-cutter surface parameters 
wherein ud is measured from point Qd, and 6d (not shown in fig. 5(a)) is measured from Qd in the direction that is 
parallel to axis zr 

Rack-cutter surface X, is represented in coordinate system 5, by the following vector function rt(ud,Qd) 

ud sin ad - ld cos ad 

ud cos a d +ldsinad 

1 

(9) 

Here: ad is the pressure angle of driving profile; lj = \QdOt |. 

The rack-cutter surface unit normal is represented in as 

nt-[cosad   -sinad   0  ] (10) 

During the process of shaper generation, the rack-cutter and the shaper perform related translational and rota- 
tional motions as shown in figure 5(b). Axis I-I is the instantaneous axis of rotation. 

The shaper tooth surface Z is represented as follows 

rs = (ud,ed,\i/s) = Mst(y/s)rt(ud,ed) (11) 

1st(»d,y/s) = ud- \jfsrs sinad = 0 (12) 

where 

Mr 

'cos(yg+&) sin(i^s+4) 0 r,(sin(y/'s+&)-i/'scosO//s+£.)) 

-sin(ys+&) cos(y/s+£) 0 rs(cos(\i/s + ^s) + y/ssm(y/s + ^s)) 

0                    0 1                           0 

0                     0 0                           1 

(13) 

Angle % is a fixed angle introduced to relate orientation of coordinate system Ss with the shaper space as shown 
in figure 8. 
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Coast side 

Figure 8.—Orientation of coordinate system Ss with respect to shaper space. 

Equation (11) represents in Ss the family of rack-cutter surfaces. Equation (12) is the equation of meshing of 
shaper rack-cutter and shaper, that may be derived as represented in reference 7. 

Equations (11) and (12), considered simultaneously, represent shaper surface I.s by three related parameters. 
Taking into account that equations (11) and (12) are linear with respect to parameters ud and 8rf, it is easy eliminate 
one of them and represent surface J.s in terms of two parameters. 

Derivations similar to discussed above enable to derive the coast side surface of shaper. 
Derivation of Face-Gear Tooth Surface £2: Surface 22 is the envelope to the family of shaper tooth surfaces 

represented in coordinate system S2. Generation of Z2 by the shaper is represented schematically in figure 9. The 
shaper and the face-gear perform rotations about axes zs and r2 related as §2/§s 

= ^JN2. 
We apply for derivation of X2 coordinate systems shown in figure 10. Here: (1) movable coordinate systems 

Sj and S2 are rigidly connected to the shaper and face-gear, respectively; (2) fixed coordinate system Sm is rigidly 
connected to the housing of the generating equipment, andS is an auxiliary fixed coordinate system. 

The shaper tooth surface Z,s, after transformations of equations (11) and (12), is represented in coordinate sys- 
tem Ss by the following vector equation 

rs(ud,0d,y/s(ud)) = rs(ud,0d) = 

xs(ud,\j/s{ud)) 

1 

(14) 

Here: 

xs (ud ,Ws(ud)) = (ud sin a d - ld cos ad) cos(y^ + &) + 

(ud cosad+ ld sin ad) sm(ys + £$) + 

rs (an(y, + &) - Ws «*( V* +1«) (15) 
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Face-gear 

Shaper 

zm> zs 

Figure 9.—Schematic of generation of face-gear. 

ys (ud> Ws iud)) = (udcos ad + hsin ad) cos( Ws + &) - 
(wrf sin arf - /rf cos a^) sin(i//5 + £j) + 

'i (cos(yr, + Zs) + yrs sm(yrs + £s)) (16) 

Parameter \\fs can be replaced by uj(rs sin a^). 
The unit normal to shaper tooth surface n (\|/ (M^)) is represented as 

orc      dr.. 
'</  _ 

3wrf     30rf 

'cos(ad + yfs+Zsy 

-sin(ad + y/s + ^s) 

0 

(17) 

Surface Z2 of the face-gear is determined as the envelope to family of shaper surfaces Z by the following 
equations 

r2(ud,ed,(Ps) = M2s«l>s)rs(ud,ed) (18) 

f2s(ud'ed><Ps) = rs cosad(l-m2s cosym)-m2s6d sinym cos(ad+\//s+^s -<ps) = 0 (19) 

Equation (18) represents in S2 the family of surfaces T.s. Equation (19) is the equation of meshing. Matrix M2s 

describes the coordinate transformation from Ss to S2 and is represented as 
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(a) Os,Om 

xm> xp 

ZP'Z2 

(b) 
Figure 10.—Coordinate systems applied for generation of face-gear tooth surface £2- 

(a) Illustration of rotation of shaper. (b) Illustration of rotation of face-gear. 

M 2s 

cos <j)s cos 02 ~~ sm Qs cos 02 

+ cos ym sin <ps sin 02 + cos Ym cos Qs sm 02 
- cos (j)s sin 02 sin 0X sin 02 

+ cos ym sin 0^ cos 02 + cos 7m cos 0*cos 02 
- sin ym sin 0, - sin ym cos 0, 

0 

-sin 7m 
0 

sin ym sin 02    0 

sin/m 

cosym 

0 

COS02 (20) 

The unit normal to the face-gear surface 5^ is represented in S2 as 

i»2 («rf > ö<*»0*) = L2i (<f)s, 0d )ns {ud) (21) 

The 3x3 matrix L2s in equation (21) and in similar derivations is a submatrix of the 4x4 matrix M2s. It is 
obtained by elimination of the last row and column of M2s. Elements of matrix L2s represent the direction cosines 
formed by respective axes of coordinate systems S2 and Ss (ref. 7). 
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4. AVOIDANCE OF UNDERCUTTING AND POINTING 

The structure of the tooth of symmetric face-gear is shown in figure 11. The tooth surface is covered with con- 
tact lines L2s between the face-gear and shaper surfaces. The fillet surface is generated by the edge of the addendum 
of the shaper. Line L* is the line of tangency of the contact lines L2s with the fillet surface. 

Dimension of L{ and L2 (fig. 12) determine the zones free of undercutting and pointing, respectively. Determi- 
nation of Lj and L2 is represented in reference 7. 

For the case of an asymmetric face-gear, undercutting conditions have to be determined for both tooth sides, the 
driving one and the coast side of the tooth. Undercutting will ocurr at the side with lower pressure angle. Therefore, 
undercutting conditions for the coast side of the tooth surface will limit the inner limiting parameter Ll (fig. 12). 

Determination of pointing conditions of symmetric face-gear drive, as discussed in reference 7, can be used to 
determine limiting outer dimension L2 of the face-gear (fig. 12). For asymmetric face-gear teeth, the location of 
tooth pointing area may be determined considering the intersection of the driving side and the coast side tooth sur- 
faces at the top land of the tooth. A computer program to the solution of this problem has been developed. Increase 
of the pressure angle of the driving side decreases the limiting outer dimension L2 of the face-gear. 

5. GEOMETRY OF DOUBLE-CROWNED PINION TOOTH SURFACES 

Formation of double-crowned pinion tooth surface is accomplished as follows: 

Step 1.—We consider as given surface X;. of a parabolic rack-cutter. Surface X,. generates pinion tooth surface 
Ej(1) that is deviated in profile direction from a conventional involute tooth surface. This is achieved since pinion 
rack-cutter profile is a parabola but not a straight line (fig. 13(a)). 

Step 2.—Considering as known profile crowned pinion tooth surface Lf-V, we may determine the cross-section 
profile of Ej(1) that coincides with the axial profile of disk surface ED. Surface ED is a surface of revolution formed 
by rotation of disk axial profile about the disk axis. 

Step 3.—We consider as known surface XD of the grinding disk determined in Step 2. The double-crowned 
pinion tooth surface is generated as the envelope to family of disk surface £D as follows: 

The motion of disk with respect to the pinion is performed as combination of: (1) translational motion along the 
axis :k, rigidly connected to the pinion, and is parallel to axis rj of the pinion coordinate system (fig. 14); (2) plung- 
ing translational motion accomplished in the direction of yk axis, along the shortest distance EQ between the axes of 
the pinion and the disk (fig. 4). The plunging motion is executed in accordance to the equation 

E = E0-apll
2

D (22) 

Contact lines L2S between 
the face gear and sharper 

Fillet 
surface 

Figure 11 .—Structure of the tooth of symmetric face-gear. 
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Figure 12.—Limiting dimensions Li and L2 of face-gear. 

(a) — — (b) 

Figure 13.—Applied coordinate systems for generation of the profile of the grinding disk. 
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Zk 
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Figure 14.—For generation of pinion double-crowned surface X} '. 

Here, lD determines the translation along the pinion axis; a . is the parabola coefficient of the longitudinal 
plunging trajectory; £0 and E are the initial and current magnitudes of shortest distance between the axes of rotation 
of the pinion and grinding disk. 

The derivation below corresponds to the driving side of the pinion tooth surface. Similar derivations may be 
accomplished for determination the coast side of the pinion tooth surface. 

Pinion Parabolic Rack-Cutter Surface 

Figure 13(a) shows the pinion parabolic rack-cutter profile. Figure 13(b) is the schematic generation of the 
pinion tooth surface Sj1). 

Plane yr = 0 and cylinder of radius r are the axodes in the process of generation as shown in figure 13. Para- 
meter ur and 0,. are the parabolic rack-cutter surface parameters, wherein ur is measured from point Qr along the 
tangent to the parabola at Qr, and 9,. (not shown in fig. 13(a)) is measured from Qr in the direction that is parallel 
to axis : . 

Parabolic rack-cutter surface £,. is represented in coordinate system Sr by the following vector function rr(w,.,6,.) 

r,.(ur,e,.)-- 

ur sin ad - ld cos ad + arur cos a^ 

ur cos ad + ld sin ad - arur sin ad 

er 

l 

(23) 

where ar is the parabola coefficient of the parabolic rack-cutter profile. 
The parabolic rack-cutter unit normal nf(w,.) is represented in Sr as 

nr(H,.) = 

cosa^ - 2arur sina^ 

- sin ad - 2arur cos ad 

0 I l + 4a,2
M,2 

(24) 
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Pinion Profile Crowned Tooth Surface 

During the process of pinion generation, the parabolic rack-cutter and the being-generated pinion perform related 
translational and rotational motions as shown in figure 13(b). 

The profile crowned pinion tooth surface X^ is represented as follows 

rll)(u,.,9,.,y/r) = Mh.(\irr)rr(u,.,er) 

.2. .3 fh.(u,.,y/r) = u,. -2a,.urld + 2a,.u,. -rpy/r(2a,.u,. cosad + sinad) = 0 

(25) 

(26) 

where 

M, 

cos(yf,.+%,.) sin(y/-,. + £,.) 0 rp(sin(\i/r +?;,.)-\i/rcos(y/r +£,.)) 

-sin(y/v+£.) cos(y/,+<«.) 0 rp(cos(y/r + ^,) + ^-sin(^,- + £•)) 

0 0 1 o 

0 0 0 1 

(27) 

Matrix M1;. describes the coordinate transformation from Sr to Sv Apphcation of angle Z,r enables the orientation 
of axis yx (fig. 4) with the pinion space, as it was done for the shaper (fig. 8). 

Equation (25) represents in 5! the family of rack-cutter surfaces X,.. Equation (26) is the equation of meshing of 
X and X,(1). Equations (25) and (26), considered simultaneously, determine the profile crowned pinion tooth surface 

The unit normal to the profile crowned pinion tooth surface n^M,., \|/,.) is determined as 

n1(ur,ii/r) = hh.(y/,.)nr(ur) (28) 

Disk Surface 

The procedure of derivation of grinding disk surface XD is as follows: 
(1) Taking in equation (25) 0,. = 0, we obtain the pinion tooth profile as the cross-section of Xj(1) by plane z1 = 0. 

Equation (26) is linear with respect to \|/;. and the cross-section profile may be determined by vector function rj(Mr). 
(2) We apply for derivation of Xß the following coordinate systems: (a) S1 that is rigidly connected to pinion (fig. 

15(a)), and (b) Sa that is a coordinate system related to the grinding disk, where we represent the disk axial profile 
located in plane (ya, za). The disk axial profile coincides with pinion cross-section profile and is determined in Sa by 
vector function 

lyvVa 

— Za 

*-zH 

- xa> XD 

Figure 15.—For generation of disk surface Zp- 
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ra(M,.) = Mfllrl(«r) 
where 

Möl = 

1 0 0 0 " 

0 1 0 -Eo 
0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 

(29) 

(30) 

(3) The disk surface ED is generated by its axial profile wherein coordinate system S is rotated about axis xD 

(fig. 15(b)). Disk surface ED is represented in SD as follows 

where 

rD(«l.,0Z)) = Mz,fl(0D)Mflli^(«,.) 

MDa(0D): 

"1 0 

0 cos9D 

0 sin 6D 

0 0 

0 0 

-sinOD 0 

cos6D 0 

0 1 

(31) 

(32) 

Then, we obtain 

where 

rD(u,.,6D) = 

xD(u,.,eD) 
yD(u,.,9D) (33) 

xD(ur,eD) = rp sm(y/,.+^.)-rpy/,. cos(y/> + £.) + 

lD cos(ad + w + £;.) + ur sin(ad + <//•,. + £,.) + 

a,.uf. cos(ad + y/r + £,,.) (34) 

yD (u,. ,8D) = cos 6D {-EQ + rp cos(y/-,. + £,.) + rpy/r sin(y/-,. + £,•) + 

lD sin(ad + y/> + £,.) + ur cos(ad + y/r +£,.)- 

a,.u}. sin(ad +y/r+ £,-)) (35) 

-D ("r, ÖD) = sin 6D (-E0 + rp cos( y/,. + £,.) + rpy/r sin(\ffr + £,.) + 

lD sin(ad + y/r +£,■) + u,. cos(ad + y/r + £,.)- 

aru?sin(ad + \i/r+ %,.)) 

The unit normal to the disk surface nD(ur, QD) is obtained as 

nD(u,.,6D) = LDa(0D)Lalnl(ur) 

(36) 

(37) 
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where n^H,.) is the unit normal to the disk axial profile given by 

ni(w,-): 

an 
du,. 

xki 

—Lxkj 
aur 

(38) 

and kj is the unit vector of the coordinate system Sx in the direction of axis :1 given by 

k1=[0   0   if (39) 

Double-Crowned Pinion Surface 

We remind that Ip) is generated as the envelope to family of disk surfaces XD wherein the disk performs 
translational and plunging motions as shown in figure 4. We apply for derivation ofTp) the following coordinate 
systems (fig. 14): (1) SD that is rigidly connected to the generating disk; (2) an auxiliary fixed coordinate system Sk 

wherein the motion of disk is represented; (3) coordinate system Sp) where the generated double-crowned pinion 
tooth surface is represented. Then, we obtain 

r[2\ur,eD,lD) = M^Mw{lD)rD{ur,6D) (40) 

where 

fw(9D>lD) = t!meD-lD 2apl- 
Eo ~ apih 

(41) 

and 

MM = 

10 0 0 

0    1 0 -apll
2

D 

0   0 1 lD 

0   0 0 1 

M(2) 

1 0 0 0" 

0 1 0 E0 

0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 

(42) 

(43) 

Equation (40) represents the family of disk surfaces ED. Equation (41) is the equation of meshing of generating 
disk and double crowned pinion tooth surface 2p\ 

The normal to Ep) is represented in coordinate system 5p^ as 

nf\u,.,9D,lD) = L^LkD(lD)nD(u,.,eD) (44) 
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6. COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION OF MESHING AND CONTACT 

The purpose of simulation of meshing and contact is investigation of influence of errors of alignment on trans- 
mission errors and shift of bearing contact. Simulation of meshing is based on an algorithm that provides continuous 
tangency of contacting surfaces (ref. 7). The tangency of surfaces is provided by observation of equality of position 
vectors and collinearity of surface normals at the instantaneous point of tangency (ref. 7). The bearing contact is 
simulated by the set of instantaneous contact ellipses obtained by observation of following conditions: (1) the tooth 
surfaces are in point contact but the contact is spread on an elliptical area due to elastic deformation of contact sur- 
faces. The dimensions and orientation of instant contact ellipse is determined applying the relations between the 
surface principal curvatures and directions at the instantaneous contact point (ref. 7). 

Applied Coordinate Systems 

Coordinate system S* is the fixed one and is rigidly connected to the frame of the face-gear drive (fig. 16(a)). 
Coordinate systems S{ (fig. 16(a)) and S2 (fig. 17(b)) are rigidly connected to the pinion and the face-gear, respec- 
tively. Auxiliary coordinate system S , Sd and Se are applied for simulation of errors of alignment of face gear 
drive. All alignment errors are referred to the gear. The location of 5 with respect to S, is shown in figure 16(b). 
Parameters AE, B, and B cot y determine the location of origin O with respect to Or (fig. 16(b)). The location and 
orientation of coordinate systems Sd and Se with respect to S are shown in figure 17(a). The misaligned face-gear 
performs rotation about the - axis (fig. 17(b)). 

Algorithm for Simulation of Meshing 

Tooth surface of face-gear and its normal have been represented in 52 by equations of three related parameters 

r2=r2(ud,ed,<ps),       /2>,/,0</,&) = O (45) 

n2 =n2(ud,6d,<l>s) (46) 

y Bcot 7 

yi    yt 

zf> zi 
(a) (b)        V 

Figure 16.—Coordinate systems applied for simuation of meshing, I. 
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(a) zd> ze (b) 

Figure 17.—Coordinate systems applied for simulation of meshing, II. 

Tooth surface of double-crowned pinion and surface normal have been represented in Sy by equations of three 
related parameters as well 

rj = rl(u,.,6D,lD),       fw(ur,0D,lD) = 0 

i»i = nx(u,.,dD,lD) 

(47) 

(48) 

The superscript "(2)" in equations (47) and (48) has been dropped. The tangency of surfaces Sj and E2 is con- 
sidered in Sf as the observation of following equations 

rf(u,.,6D,lD,fa)-rf\ud,ed,fa,fa) = Q 

nf(u,.,eD,lD,fa)-nf(ud,9d,fa,fa,) = 0 

f2s(ud'ed^s) = ° 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

Here, ri() (/ = 1,2) are the surfaces of the pinion (/ = 1) and the face-gear (i = 2) in fixed coordinate system Sf, 
and ni;) (/ = 1,2) are the surface unit normals of the pinion and face-gear in the same coordinate system Sy. Equa- 
tions (49) to (52) yield a system of seven nonlinear equations in eight unknowns. We remind that vector equation 

ni1* - ni2) = 0 yields only two independent scalar equations, since n(i} = nl2) = 1. One of the unknowns, say tyv is 

chosen as the input parameter, and the solution of equations (49) to (52) is sought-for by functions 

[ur (fc), 6D (0j), lD (0j), ud (0!), 6d (fa), fa (fa), 02 (0!)} e C1 (53) 

The process of computation is an iterative process performed by application of a non-linear equation solver 
(ref. 4). It is assumed that there is known the first guess for solution as a set of eight parameters 

F(°)(^),^,^,Mf,of,0iO),0f) (54) 
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that satisfies equations (49) to (52) and the Jacobian of the system of seven equations differs at P(0) from zero 
(ref. 7), i.e., 

g(/l,/2./3./4./5./6./7) 
D(ur,eD,iD,ud,ed,^s,^2) 

*o (55) 

RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION 

Simulation of meshing and contact has been performed for the following cases of design: 
Case 1.—A symmetric face gear drive is considered. The face-gear is generated by an involute shaper, the pin- 

ion is a spur involute one, but the difference of number of teeth Ns-Nl=3 has been provided. Longitudinal crown- 
ing has not been accomplished. 

The results of accomplished research show (fig. 18): (1) the gear drive is sensitive to change of shaft angle y; (2) 
shift of bearing contact caused by Ay can be compensated by displacement Aq of the face gear in axial direction. No 
transmimssion errors occur in discussed case. 

Case 2.—In addition to conditions of case 1, longitudinal crowning of involute pinion has been provided with 
parabola coefficient of plunging a , = 0.005 1/in. Drawings of figure 19 show that the shift of bearing contact caused 
by errors of alignment Ay, A£, and Aq can be reduced due to longitudinal crowning. However, misalignment, for 
instante, Ay, causes a discontinuous function of transmission errors (fig. 20) that might be a source of vibrations. 

Case 3.—As in cases 1 and 2, a symmetric face gear drive is considered. The face-gear is generated by an invo- 
lute shaper, the pinion is profile crowned by application of an imaginary parabolic rack-cutter and is longitudinally 
crowned by plunging of generating disk (see section 5); the pinion and shaper have the same number of teeth (Ns = 
TV,). The bearing contact is stabilized (fig. 21), and the function of transmission errors is indeed a parabolic one and 
of a small magnitude (fig. 22). 

Figure 18.—Design case 1: path of contact and bearing contact for follow- 
ing examples, (a) No errors of errors of alignment, (b) AY = 0.04 deg. 
(c) AY = 0.04 deg and Aq = -0.02 mm. (d) AY = 0.04 deg and Aq = -0.04 mm. 
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Case 4-An asymmetric face gear drive is considered. The face-gear is generated by an involute shaper, the 
pinion is profile and longitudinally crowned and the pinion and shaper have the same number of teeth (Ns =N]). 
Larger pressure angle has been provided for the driving side of the tooth (table I). The bearing contact is stabilized 
for both sides, the driving and the coast ones (fig. 23). 

The parameters of gear drives for all cases of design discussed above are represented in table I. The represented 
results of simulation of meshing and contact for the cases of design discussed above are complemented with stress 
analysis (section 7). 

Figure 19.—Design case 2: path of contact and bearing contact for following 
cases, (a) No errors of errors of alignment, (b) A-y = 0.04 deg. (c) A-y = 0.01 mm. 
(d) A7 = 0.1 mm. 

Figure 20.—Design case 2: transmission errors caused by A-y = 0.04 deg. 
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Figure 21.—Design case 3: path of contact and bearing contact for following 
examples, (a) No errors of errors of alignment, (b) A7 = 0.04 deg. (c) AE = 
0.01 mm. (d) Aq = 0.1 mm. 

o 
<D     -2 w 
2 
& 
■e-   ^ 

-8   - 

-12 I I I J 
-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 

4>l(rad) 

Figure 22.—Design case 3: transmission errors caused by A7 = 0.04 deg. 
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Drive side Coast side 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Figure 23.—Design case 4: path of contact and bearing contact for following examples, 
(a) No errors of errors of alignment, (b) AY = 0.04 deg. (c) AE = 0.01 mm. (d) Aq = 0.1 mm. 

TABLE I.—DESIGN PARAMETERS APPLIED IN CASES I TO 4 OF DESIGN FOR 

SIMULATION OF MESHING 

Design parameter Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 

Pinion tooth number, N\ 25 

Shaper tooth number, Ns 28 28 25 25 

Gear tooth number, JV2 160 

Driving side pressure angle, a^deg.) 25.0 25.0 25.0 30.0 

Coast side pressure angle, ac(deg.) 25.0 25.0 25.0 20.0 

Diametral pitch, P (in.) 5 

Shaft angle, y (deg.) 80.0 

Coefficient of tooth thickness, X, (sect. 2) 1.0 

Shaper orientation angle, %, (deg.) (fig. 8) 3.2143 3.2143 3.6000 3.9754 

Pinion orientation angle, ^r(deg.) 3.6000 3.6000 3.6000 3.9754 

Limiting parameter Ii(in.) (fig. 12) 19.2 19.2 19.2 20.0 

Limiting parameter I2 (in.) (fig. 12) 23.0 23.0 23.0 23.5 

Rack-cutter parabola coefficient, ar(fig. 13) 0.0 0.0 0.01 0.01 

Rack-cutter parabola coefficient, a, (fig. 13) 0.0 0.0 0.01 0.01 

Parabola coefficient for plunging, apt (fig. 14) 0.0 0.005 0.005 0.005 

7. STRESS ANALYSIS 

Preliminary Considerations 

The goals of the stress analysis represented in this section are: determination of contact and bending stresses 
for various cases of design of symmetric and asymmetric face-gear drives, and comparison of stresses obtained for 
discussed cases. 

The stress analysis is based on finite element method (ref. 1). A PC version of this program running on win- 
dows NT 4.0 operating system is used to obtain the numerical solution for the contact problem by nonlinear static 
analysis. 
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The following assumptions have been accepted: (1) one pair of teeth are in mesh, (2) the friction forces are 
neglected, and (3) both pinion and face-gear are made of isotropic and homogeneous material. To compare the 
obtained results, the same finite element mesh have been designed for each considered type of geometry with the 
same number of nodes and elements. The same torque of 13276.8 lbf-in. has been applied to the pinion. 

Eight models of contacting teeth based on the real geometry of the pinion and the face-gear tooth surfaces have 
been developed. This allows us to discover the contact area and compute the contact stresses. Application of TCA 
(Tooth Contact Analysis) for discovery of contact area and assumption about the distribution of the contact force are 
not required. Position of contact corresponding to (^ = 0 has been considered for all cases. 

Since the PC version of finite element analysis does not have an interactive preprocessor, a CAD package 
(ref. 3) is used for the development of geometric models and their meshing. These data are obtained for real geom- 
etry by application of developed computer program. 

The following cases of design have been considered for finite element analysis: 

• Case 1: Symmetric face gear drive, involute pinion, involute shaper, N —N^ =3, neither longitudinal nor 
profile crowning are provided. 

• Case 2: Asymmetric face gear drive, involute pinion, involute shaper, Ns-Nl = 3, neither longitudinal nor 
profile crowning are provided. 

• Case 3: Symmetric face gear drive, noninvolute pinion (generated by rack-cutter of parabolic profile), 
involute shaper, Ns-Nl-0, longitudinal and profile crowning are provided (ar = 0.01, a = 0.01, and 
0., = 0.005). 

• Case 4: Asymmetric face gear drive, noninvolute pinion (generated by rack-cutter of parabolic profile), 
involute shaper, Ns-N1= 0, longitudinal and profile crowning are provided (ar = 0.01, a = 0.01, and 
apl = 0.005). 

• Case 5: Symmetric face gear drive, involute pinion, involute shaper, Ns-N1= 3, only longitudinal plunging 
is (ar = 0.0, a = 0.0, and apl = 0.005). 

• Case 6: Asymmetric face gear drive, involute pinion, involute shaper, Ns-N^ = 3, longitudinal plunging is 
provided (ar = 0.0, a = 0.0, and a , = 0.005). 

• Case 7: Symmetric face gear drive, involute pinion, involute shaper, Ns-Nl = l, longitudinal plunging is 
{ar = 0.0, a = 0.0, and apl = 0.005). 

• Case 8: Asymmetric face gear drive, involute pinion, involute shaper, Ns-Nl = 1, longitudinal plunging is 
provided (ar = 0.0, aq = 0.0, and apl = 0.005). 

In all cases, a face gear drive with a pinion of 25 teeth and a face-gear with 160 teeth have been considered. 
The input design data are: diametral pitch P = 4 in., the shaft angle y = 80°, and the coefficient of tooth thickness 
Xt = 1.0. Wherein a symmetric face gear drive is considered (cases 1, 3,5, and 7), the pressure angles of the driving 
and coast side are considered equal to 25.0° and the limiting parameters L j and L2 (fig. 12) are considered equal to 
19.5 and 23.0 in. respectively. In cases when an asymmetric face gear drive is considered (cases 2, 4, 6, and 8), the 
pressure angles of the driving and the coast sides have been taken of 30.0 and 20.0°, respectively. Limiting param- 
eters L, and L2 (Fig. 12) have been taken of 20.0 and 23.0 in., respectively, to avoid undercutting of the coast side. 

Developed Geometric Models and Boundary Conditions 

The developed finite element three-dimensional models are shown in figures 24 and 25 for the symmetric 
and asymmetric face-gear drives, respectively. First order brick elements have been used to build the global finite 
element mesh. The total number of elements is 14344 with 21386 nodes for each geometric model. The material 
is steel with the properties of Young's Modulus E = 3xl07 lbf/in.2 and the Poisson's ratio v= 0.29. 

As it was mentioned above, the models have been developed by application of a geometric modeling program 
and then transferred for stress analysis. Two options related to the contact problem, "small sliding" and "no fric- 
tion," have been selected. 

One of the finite element method advantages in comparison with other finite element programs is the use of 
pure master-slave contact algorithm easily defined from exported data of the the geometric model. Pure master-slave 
contact algorithm means that nodes on the slave surface cannot penetrate the master surface. Generally, the master 
surface should be chosen as the surface of the suffer body or as the surface with the coarser mesh if the two surfaces 
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Figure 24.—3D finite element model for symmetric face-gear drive. 

Figure 25.—3D finite element model for asymmetric face-gear drive. 
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'Encastred' 
nodes 

Spur 
pinion 

Rigid 
surfaces 

Figure 26.—Boundary conditions for the pinion and 
face-gear. 

are on structures with comparable stiffness. The stiffness of the structure and not just the material should be consid- 
ered when choosing the master and slave surface. The mesh density on both pinion and face-gear are the same. It 
has been supossed that the stiffness of the face-gear structure is larger in comparison with the pinion. Therefore, the 
face-gear and pinion surfaces have been chosen as the master surface and the slave, respectively. 

A new approach to set up boundary conditions has been applied. Nodes on the two outer and inner sides of 
the face-gear base cube are considered "encastred" (six degrees of freedom are considered equal to zero). Nodes 
on the two outer sides and the base of the pinion cube build a rigid surface (fig. 26). Surfaces of this type are three- 
dimensional geometric structures that cannot be deformed but can perform translation or rotation as rigid bodies. 
They are also very cost-effective since the variables associated with a rigid surface are the translations and rotations 
of a single node, known as the rigid body reference node (fig. 27). 

Using this approach, we can apply the torque directly to the rigid body reference node located on the pinion axis 
of rotation (fig. 27). The remaining five degrees of freedom of the rigid reference node are restricted to be zero. 

RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION 

Minimum principal stresses in the area of contact are considered as compressive stresses. Maximum principal 
stresses are considered as tensile stresses. The finite element analysis considers SP3 > SP2 > SP1 corresponding to 
Oj > o2 ^ <?3 in classical principal-stress theory. 

The numerical results are summarized in table II. 
Figures 28 and 29 show the contact and bending stresses for the face gear of symmetric face-gear drive 

described as case 1, respectively. 
The obtained results may be summarized as follows: 
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Figure 27.—Rigid surfaces for boundary conditions for the pinion. 

Figure 28.—Case 1 finite element analysis; contact stresses for symmetric face-gear drive. 
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TABLE II.—RESULTS OF THE FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 

Pinion max. cont. stress SP1 (kpsi) -71.0 -59.9 -107.0 -128.0 

Pinion max. bend, stress SP3 (kpsi) 25.5 18.8 31.5 28.4 

Face gear max. cont. stress SP1 (kpsi) -70.0 -72.0 -102.0 -110.0 

Face gear max. bend, stress SP3 (kpsi) 19.8 17.2 22.4 21.1 

Case 5 Case 6 Case 7 Case 8 

Pinion max. cont. stress SP1 (kpsi) -129.0 -116.0 -133.0 -114.0 

Pinion max. bend, stress SP3 (kpsi) 32.1 28.7 30.6 28.1 

Face gear max. cont. stress SP1 (kpsi) -121.0 -110.0 -93.9 -104.0 

Face gear max. bend, stress SP3 (kpsi) 25.8 23.7 24.1 22.0 

Figure 29.—Case 1 finite element analysis; bending stresses for symmetric face-gear drive. 

(1) The lowest stresses may be obtained for an asymmetric gear drive with an involute pinion and involute 
shaper applied for generation of face gear. However, the gear drive is sensitive to error Ay of shaft angle. The 
shifted bearing contact may be restored by respective regulation of axial location of the face-gear, by regulation 
of Aq (see fig. 17). The great advantage of this design is that the transmission errors of the gear drive are zero. 

(2) Application of double crowned pinion is favorable for stabilization of bearing contact, but stresses are 
increased. Therefore, this type of modified geometry is preferable for low-loaded gear drives. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the performed research, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

(1) The geometry of a new type of asymmetric face gear drive has been developed. 
(2) Simulation of meshing and contact of misaligned symmetric and asymmetric face gear drives has been 

developed. 
(3) Generation of the face gear with a shaper with increased number of teeth and application of a larger pressure 

angle for the driving side is proposed to reduce both contact and bending stresses in the pinion denture. Axial dis- 
placement of the face-gear, Aq, may be used to restore the bearing contact to the desired position on the face-gear 
tooth surface. There are no transmission errors in case of application of involute shaper and involute pinion. 

(4) Double-crowned pinion for the drive can be used to provide a localized bearing contact and a parabolic func- 
tion of transmission errors wherein errors of alignment exist. However, bending and contact stresses of the pinion 
and face-gear will be increased in comparison with versions of design discussed above. 

(5) Stress analysis by application of finite element analysis has been accomplished for symmetric and asymmet- 
ric face gear drives. The reduction of both contact and bending stresses of more than 10 percent has been confirmed 
for asymmetric face gear drives. 

(6) Computer programs for the design and analysis of the conventional and the new type of geometry of an 
asymmetric face gear drive, have been developed. 
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